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Abstract
It has long been known that in some relatively simple reinforcement learning tasks
traditional strength-based classifier systems will adapt poorly and show poor generalisation. In contrast, the more recent accuracy-based XCS, appears both to adapt and
generalise well. In this work, we attribute the difference to what we call strong over
general and fit over general rules. We begin by developing a taxonomy of rule types
and considering the conditions under which they may occur. In order to do so an
extreme simplification of the classifier system is made, which forces us toward qualitative rather than quantitative analysis. We begin with the basics, considering definitions for correct and incorrect actions, and then correct, incorrect, and overgeneral
rules for both strength and accuracy-based fitness. The concept of strong overgeneral
rules, which we claim are the Achilles’ heel of strength-based classifier systems, are
then analysed. It is shown that strong overgenerals depend on what we call biases in
the reward function (or, in sequential tasks, the value function). We distinguish between strong and fit overgeneral rules, and show that although strong overgenerals
are fit in a strength-based system called SB–XCS, they are not in XCS. Next we show
how to design fit overgeneral rules for XCS (but not SB–XCS), by introducing biases in
the variance of the reward function, and thus that each system has its own weakness.
Finally, we give some consideration to the prevalence of reward and variance function
bias, and note that non-trivial sequential tasks have highly biased value functions.
Keywords
Learning Classifier Systems, Reinforcement Learning, Credit Assignment, XCS.

1 Introduction
When applied to reinforcement learning, Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) evolve sets
of rules in order to maximise the return they receive from their task environment. They
employ a genetic algorithm to generate rules, and to do so must evaluate the fitness
of existing rules. In order for the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to produce rules which are
better adapted to the task, rule fitness needs somehow to be connected to the rewards
received by the system – a credit assignment problem. Precisely how to relate LCS
performance to rule fitness has been the subject of much research, and is of great significance because adaptation of rules and LCS alike depends on it.
This work undertakes an analysis of the causes and effects of certain rule pathologies in traditional strength-based LCS (x2.3) and traces them ultimately to the relation
between LCS performance and rule fitness – i.e., to the credit assignment system. We
examine situations in which less desirable rules can achieve higher fitness than more
desirable rules, which constitutes a mismatch between the goal of the LCS as a whole
(adaptation to a task) and the goal of the GA (evolution of high-fitness rules).
To study rule pathology we undertake an analysis of what types of rules, and relationships between rules, are possible. Developing earlier work by Cliff and Ross (1995)
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and Lettau and Uhlig (1994, 1999), the notion of strong overgeneral rules (strong overgenerals, for short) is studied and it is shown exactly what requirements must be met for
them to arise in both strength and accuracy-based LCS. In order to compare the two approaches we use accuracy-based XCS and its strength-based twin SB–XCS, which were
designed to differ as little as possible, allowing us to isolate the effects of the fitness
calculation on performance. The analysis is undertaken using a number of simplifying
assumptions outlined in x4, and deals first with non-sequential tasks.
This paper argues that different definitions of overgenerality and strong overgenerality are appropriate for the two types of LCS (x5.3). Minimal conditions and tasks
which will support strong overgeneral rules are presented (sections x6, x7 and x8), their
dependence on the reward function is demonstrated (x6.1), and certain theorems regarding their prevalence are proved under simplifying assumptions (x7.2 and x8). It is
shown that XCS and SB–XCS have different kinds of tolerance for biases (see x6.1) in
reward functions, and (within the context of various simplifying assumptions) to what
extent we can bias them without producing strong overgenerals (x8.2). It is also shown
what kinds of tasks will not produce strong overgenerals even without our simplifying
assumptions (x8.1 and x12.6).
Next fit overgeneral rules are distinguished (x5.5) and it is shown how XCS and
SB–XCS differ in their response to them (x9). Although rules which are fit overgenerals
for SB–XCS are not necessarily fit for XCS, we show that XCS can suffer from fit overgenerals (x10). Indeed, we show how to produce rules which are fit overgenerals for
XCS but not SB–XCS, and in doing so demonstrate that each has a class of problems
to which it fails to adapt. Following this, the concept of a strong undergeneral rule is
introduced and it is noted that a generalisation bias in fitness is needed to avoid them
(x11).
In x12 we proceed to consider the more complex case of sequential tasks, and show
that sequential tasks amplify difficulties with strong overgenerals. We conclude (x13)
that SB–XCS is unsuitable for non-trivial sequential tasks and that it appears to have
no niche (i.e., no useful domain of application), unless fitness sharing can resolve its
problems (x14.1). This work concludes with consideration of the value of the approach
taken and possible extensions (x14) and some final comments (x15).

2 Background
The arguments presented here require some basic knowledge of reinforcement learning, including the notions of reward functions, value functions, the Q-update, and discounting return. Each of these is introduced as needed, and the reader is referred to
Sutton and Barto (1998) for a more complete introduction. We make use of XCS and
SB–XCS, and the details of their fitness calculations are relevant to the results presented
later. We introduce them in the following sections, and more details are available in
(Kovacs, 2002).
2.1 Classifier Systems for Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning consists of cycles in which a learning agent is presented with an
input describing the current environmental state, responds with an action and receives
some reward as an indication of the value of its action. The reward received is defined
by the reward function R, which maps state-action pairs to the real number line, and
which is part of the problem definition (Sutton and Barto, 1998). For simplicity we
initially consider only non-sequential tasks, in which the agent’s actions do not affect
which states it visits in the future. The goal of the agent is to maximise the rewards it
2
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receives, and, in non-sequential tasks, it can do so in each state independently. In other
words, it need not consider sequences of actions in order to maximise reward.
When an LCS receives an input it forms the match set [M] of rules whose conditions match the environmental input. (The two systems we consider here are stimulusresponse LCS, that is, they lack an internal message list.) The LCS then selects an action
from among those advocated by the rules in [M]. The subset of [M] which advocates
the selected action is called the action set [A]. Occasionally the LCS will trigger a reproductive event, in which it calls upon the GA to modify the population of rules.
We will consider LCS in which, on each cycle, only the rules in [A] are updated
based on the reward received – rules not in [A] are not updated.
2.2 The Standard Ternary LCS Language
A number of representations have been used with LCS, in particular a number of variations based on binary and ternary strings. Using what we’ll call the standard ternary
LCS language each rule has a single condition and a single action. Conditions are fixed
length strings from f0; 1; #gl, while rule actions and environmental inputs are fixed
length strings from f0; 1gl. In all problems considered here l = 1.
A rule’s condition c matches an environmental input m if for each character mi the
character in the corresponding position ci is identical or the wildcard (#). The wildcard is the means by which rules generalise over environmental states; the more #s a
rule contains the more general it is. Since actions do not contain wildcards the system
cannot generalise over them.
2.3 Strength-based and Accuracy-based Fitness
Although the fitness of a rule is determined by the rewards the LCS receives when
it is used, LCS differ in how they calculate rule fitness. In traditional strength-based
systems (see, e.g., Goldberg1989; Wilson1994), the fitness of a rule is called its strength.
This value is used in both action selection and reproduction. In contrast, the more
recent accuracy-based XCS (Wilson, 1995) maintains separate estimates of rule utility
for action selection and reproduction.
One of the goals of this work is to compare the way strength and accuracy-based
systems handle overgeneral and strong overgeneral rules. To do so, we’ll compare
accuracy-based XCS with a strength-based LCS called SB–XCS which differs as little as
possible from XCS, and which closely resembles Wilson’s ZCS (Wilson, 1994). Specifically, SB–XCS updates rule strengths as follows:1
Strength (also called prediction):

pj + (P , pj )
(1)
where pj is the prediction (or strength) of rule j , and 0 <  1 is a constant controlling
the learning rate. In non-sequential tasks, P is the immediate reward from the environment. In sequential tasks, P is analogous to the discounted maximum Q-value of the
pj

successor state in Q-learning (see equation 6). SB–XCS uses the same strength value for
both action selection and reproduction. That is, the fitness of a rule in the GA is simply
its strength.
XCS uses this same update to calculate rule strength, and uses strength in action
selection, but goes on to derive other statistics from it. In particular, from strength it

1 Wilson (1994) refers to strength as prediction because he treats it as a prediction of the reward that the
system will receive when the rule is used. We will use the terms interchangeably.
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derives the accuracy of a rule, which it uses as the basis of its fitness in the GA. This is
achieved by updating a number of parameters as follows (see Wilson, 1995, for more).
Following the update of a rule’s strength pj , we update its prediction error "j .
Prediction error:

 zError

}| {
"j + j P , pj j , "j

"j

(2)

Next we calculate the rule’s accuracy j :
Accuracy:

j =



1

("j ="o),v

if "j < "o
otherwise

(3)

where 0 < "o is a constant controlling the tolerance for prediction error and 0 < < 1
and 0 < v are constants controlling the rate of decline in accuracy when "o is exceeded.
Once the accuracy of all rules in [A] has been updated we update each rule’s relative
accuracy 0j :
Relative Accuracy:

0j =

  numerosity(j )

Pj
x  numerosity(x)
x2[A]

(4)

where numerosity (j ) is the number of copies of a rule represented by a single macroclassifier j (see Wilson, 1995). Finally, each rule’s fitness Fj is updated:
Fitness:

Fj

Fj + (0j , Fj )

(5)

To summarise, the XCS updates treat the strength of a rule as a prediction of the
reward to be received, and maintain an estimate of the error "j in each rule’s prediction. An accuracy score j is calculated based on the error as follows. If error is below
some threshold "o the rule is fully accurate (has an accuracy of 1), otherwise its accuracy drops off quickly. The accuracy values in the action set [A] are then converted to
relative accuracies (the 0j update), and finally each rule’s fitness Fj is updated toward
its relative accuracy. To simplify, in XCS fitness is an inverse function of the error in
reward prediction, with errors below "o being ignored entirely.
Sequential Tasks For sequential tasks, rules in the previous time step’s action set
[A],1 are updated toward the sum of the previous time step’s reward and the discounted maximum of the current time step’s strengths/predictions:

P = rt,1 + max
P (ai )
i

(6)

where rt,1 is the immediate reward on the previous time step, 0   1 is the discount
rate which weights the contribution of the next time step to the value of P , and P (ai ) is
the system prediction for action ai (defined in x2.4).
4
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Summary of Strength and Accuracy In short, in XCS accuracy evaluates the utility
of generalisation, while strength evaluates the utility of acting. In SB–XCS, in contrast,
strength plays both roles.
2.4 Action Selection
In XCS, a rule’s contribution to system prediction2 is its prediction weighted by its
fitness (so that less fit rules have less weight):

P

Fc  pc
c2[M]ai
P
P ( ai ) =
Fc
c2[M]ai

(7)

where [M]ai is the subset of the match set [M] advocating action ai , Fc is the fitness of
rule c and pc is its prediction.
In SB–XCS, however, a rule’s fitness is its strength, so there is no separate fitness
parameter to factor into the calculation – and low prediction rules already have less
weight. However, we do need to weight SB–XCS’s prediction by numerosity, so that
macroclassifiers have influence equal to the equivalent number of microclassifiers. The
XCS update does not include numerosity because XCS’s fitness already includes numerosity, thanks to the relative accuracy update (4). Removing fitness from equation
(7) and factoring in numerosity we obtain the System Strength:

S (ai ) =

X

c2[M]ai

pc  numerosity(c)

(8)

In preparation for action selection, SB–XCS constructs a system strength array using (8), just as XCS constructs a system prediction array using (7). Note, however,
that the two differ in that the system strength (8) for an action is not a prediction of
the reward to be received for taking it. For example, suppose that in a given state
action 1 receives a reward of 1000, and that the only matching macroclassifier advocating action 1 has strength 1000 and numerosity 2. The system strength for action 1 is
P (a1 ) = 1000  2 = 2000, twice the actual reward since there are two copies of the rule.
In order to estimate the return for an action, we must divide the system prediction
by the numerosity of the rules which advocate it. For this purpose, we define the System
Prediction in SB–XCS as:

P (ai ) =

P

c2[M]ai
P
c2[M]ai
P
=

S (ai )
numerosity(c)
pc  numerosity(c)

c2[M]ai

numerosity(c)

(9)

2 The estimate of the return for taking a given action – essentially a Q-value in reinforcement learning
terms.
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The system prediction is needed to calculate the target for the Q-update in sequential
tasks (6).
In summary, whereas XCS uses system prediction for both action selection and the
Q-update, SB–XCS uses system strength for the former and system prediction only for
the latter.
2.5 XCS, SB–XCS and other LCS
SB–XCS is not simply a straw man for XCS to outperform. It is a functional LCS, and is
capable of solving some problems well. (For example, its performance on the 6 multiplexer task is similar to XCS’s – see Kovacs, 2002.) SB–XCS’s value is that we can study
when and why it fails, and we can attribute any difference between its performance and
that of XCS to the difference in fitness calculation. See (Kovacs, 2002) for full details of
both XCS and SB–XCS.

3 Known Problems with Strength LCS
In this section we review a number of known problems with strength LCS, which will
serve as the starting point for the analysis presented later in this work.
3.1 Overgeneral Rules
Dealing with overgeneral rules – rules which are simply too general – is a fundamental
problem for LCS. Such rules may specify the desired action in a subset of the states they
match, but, by definition, not in all states, so relying on them harms performance. E.g.,
an overgeneral which matches 10 states may be correct in as many as 9 or as few as 1.
Even overgenerals which are most often correct are (by definition) sometimes incorrect,
so using them can harm the performance of the system.
3.2 Greedy Classifier Creation
Another problem faced by some LCS is what Cliff and Ross referred to as greedy classifier
creation (Cliff and Ross, 1995; Wilson, 1994). To obtain better rules, a classifier system’s
GA allocates reproductive events preferentially to rules with higher fitness. This is
simply the application of selective pressure in reproduction, one of the components of
the evolutionary process, and of itself is not a problem. However, in many classifier
systems a rule’s fitness depends on the magnitude of the reward it receives. In such
systems rules which match in higher-rewarding parts of the task will reproduce more
than others. If the bias in reproduction of rules is strong enough there may be too
few rules, or even no rules, matching low-rewarding states. (In the latter case, we say
there’s a gap in the rules’ covering map of the input/action space.)
3.3 Strong Overgeneral Rules
Cliff and Ross (1995) showed that the strength-based ZCS can have serious difficulty
even with simple sequential tasks. They attributed ZCS’s difficulties to the two problems above, and, in particular, to their interaction, an effect the author refers to (Kovacs,
2000; Kovacs, 2001) as the problem of strong overgeneral rules. The interaction occurs
when an overgeneral rule acts correctly in a high reward state and incorrectly in a low
reward state. The rule is overgeneral because it acts incorrectly in one of the states, but
at the same time it prospers because of greedy classifier creation and the high reward
it receives in the other state.
6
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Lettau and Uhlig (1994; 1999) independently discovered strong overgeneral rules
using a very different approach from Cliff and Ross’s. As they put it:
“ : : : a suboptimal rule might dominate the optimal if it is applicable only
in “good” states of the world: bad decisions in good times can “feel better”
than good decisions in bad times.” (Lettau and Uhlig, 1999) p. 153.
Sequential and Non-sequential Tasks Although both Cliff and Ross and Lettau and
Uhlig dealt exclusively with sequential tasks, the problems discussed above clearly
also apply in non-sequential tasks, as this work will demonstrate. In fact, examples of
trivial non-sequential tasks which produce strong overgenerals will be shown, and it is
in these cases that analysis is simplest.
Significance The proliferation of strong overgenerals can be disastrous for the performance of a classifier system: such rules are unreliable, but outweigh more reliable
rules when it comes to action selection. Worse, they may prosper under the influence of
the GA, and may even reproduce more than reliable but low-rewarding rules, possibly
driving them out of the population. For these reasons, and for their prevalence, strong
overgenerals (and the related fit overgenerals of x5.5) are a major difficulty – perhaps
the major difficulty – for strength-based classifier systems.

4 Methodology for Rule Type Analysis
Classifier systems are complex systems and analysis of their behaviour can be quite
difficult. To make our analysis more tractable we’ll make a number of simplifications,
perhaps the greatest of which will be to study very small tasks. Although very small,
these tasks illustrate different types of rules and the effects of different fitness definitions on them – indeed, they illustrate them better for their simplicity.
Another great simplification will be to deal initially with the much simpler case
of non-sequential tasks rather than sequential ones. Sequential tasks present their own
difficulties, but those present in the non-sequential case persist in the more complex
sequential case; after all, non-sequential tasks are just the special case of sequential
task in which = 0. Study of non-sequential tasks can uncover fundamental features
of the systems under consideration while limiting the complexity which needs to be
dealt with. Consequently, the analysis of rule types considers non-sequential tasks,
and sequential tasks are dealt with only later in x12.
To further simplify matters we’ll remove rule discovery from the picture and enumerate all possible classifiers for each task, which is trivial given the small tasks we’ll
consider. This effectively leaves us with something like a tabular Q-learner, where each
entry in the table corresponds to a rule in the ternary language (see Kovacs, 2002). In
other words, some table entries aggregate elementary states, unlike in a standard tabular Q-learner. This approach simplifies matters since rule discovery is no longer an
issue, and the behaviour of all possible rules is considered simultaneously. We’ll restrict our considerations to the standard ternary LCS language because it is the most
commonly used and because we are interested in fitness calculations and the ontology
of rules, not in their representation.
At present we are concerned with rule type analysis; we would like to know, for
example, the conditions under which it is possible for strong overgeneral rules to occur.
We will not, however, normally consider the dynamic behaviour of rules over time. For
example, we will not consider how the strength of a rule changes from an initial value
to a value which reflects its utility (as determined by the credit assignment system).
Evolutionary Computation Volume 12, Number 1
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Instead, we’ll consider the steady state values of already adapted (i.e., evaluated) rules
(until x9, where we will see how fitness changes over time). In particular, we will not
consider the effect of the learning rate on rule updates: we assume it is declined
appropriately so that in the limit rule strengths approach the expected values shown.
Similarly, we are not interested in fluctuations in a rule’s strength due to stochastic
effects, and so we will consider only the expected values of rules in our calculations,
and not deviations from expectations. In fact, we will consider deterministic reward
functions, although by considering expected values we could compensate for stochasticity in the reward function. For our analysis of rules types, however, deterministic
reward functions suffice.
As a final simplification we’ll assume that, in all tasks, states and actions occur
equiprobably. That is, on any time step the LCS has the same chance of sensing any
of the possible environmental states, and it chooses an action at random. This makes
the calculation of steady state strengths particularly simple. For example, figure 1 defines a simple task with two states and two actions, and a reward associated with each
state-action pair. Figure 2 lists all possible rules for this task, along with their expected
strengths. Since all states and all actions occur with equal probabilities, a rule’s expected strength is simply the average of the rewards for the state-actions it matches.
4.1 What can this Sort of Analysis Tell us?
These simplifications reduce a complex dynamic system – the interaction of an LCS
with a task – to a very simple static model, in which each rule has a single fixed expected strength. Because we have simplified matters so much, there is much that such
a model cannot tell us, e.g., about the dynamic behaviour of rules. In fact, removing
rule discovery and choosing actions at random does not leave us with much of a classifier system and our simplifications mean that any quantitative results we obtain do not
apply to any realistic applications of an LCS. However, because the model is so simple
it is amenable to the analysis we will perform. In particular, this approach seems well
suited to the qualitative study of rule ontology, and it will give us a qualitative sense of
the behaviour of two types of LCS. x5 contains examples of this approach.
4.2 Default Hierarchies
Default hierarchies have not been included in the analysis presented here because XCS
and SB–XCS do not support them. Default hierarchies are potentially significant in that
they may allow strength LCS to overcome some of the difficulties with strong overgeneral rules we will show them to have. If so, this would increase both the significance
of default hierarchies and the significance of the well-known difficulty of finding and
maintaining them.
4.3 Fitness Sharing
Like default hierarchies, fitness sharing is a potential means for strength-based systems
to escape problems with strong overgenerals. Its analysis is, unfortunately, beyond
the scope of this work, and it is left as an important direction for future work. The
incorporation of fitness sharing in SB–XCS would alter many, if not most, of the results
in this work. It would also, however, greatly complicate the analysis presented here,
and it is unlikely that the results obtained here would have been possible had fitness
sharing been included in the analysis. This work is appropriately seen as a first step
which identifies fundamental rule types; the effect of fitness sharing on them must
await future work.
8
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5 Analysis of Rule Types
5.1 Some Notation
Some simple notation will prove useful in our analysis of rule types.




A Boolean target function

f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g.

f

is a total function on a binary bit string, that is

f:

Classifiers are constant partial functions, that is, they map some subset of the domain of f to either 0 or 1. Classifiers are constant because, using the standard
ternary language, they always advocate the same action regardless of their input.

As a shorthand, and to approximate Sutton and Barto’s reinforcement learning
notation (Sutton and Barto, 1998), we define S = domain and A = range when dealing
with classifiers and target functions. That is, a task’s state is an element of S (f ) and a
classifier system’s action is an element of A(f ), where f is a target function. The states
matched by a classifier c form the set S (c), and the action advocated by c is A(c).
Note that f merely defines the state-action space. The learning task an LCS faces
is defined by a reward function defined over this state-action space.
5.2 Correct and Incorrect Actions
Since the goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to maximise the rewards it receives,
it’s useful to have terminology which distinguishes between actions which do so and
those which do not:
Correct action: In any given state the agent must choose from a set of available actions.
A correct action is one which results in the maximum reward possible for the given
state and set of available actions.
That is, an action
function R iff:

c is correct, correct(s; c), for a state s with respect to a reward

8a R(s; a)  R(s; c)

Incorrect action: One which does not maximise reward.
Figure 1 defines a simple non-sequential task, in which for state 0 the correct action
is 0, while in state 1 both actions 0 and 1 are correct. Note that an action is correct or
incorrect only in the context of a given state and the rewards available in it.
5.3 Overgeneral Rules
Figure 2 shows all possible rules for the task in figure 1 using the standard ternary language. Each rule’s expected strength is also shown, using the simplifying assumption
of equiprobable states and actions from x4. The classification shown for each rule will
eventually be explained in sections x5.3.2 and x5.3.3.
We’re interested in distinguishing overgeneral from non-overgeneral rules. Rules
A, B, C and D are clearly not overgeneral, since they each match only one input. What
about E and F? So far we haven’t explicitly defined overgenerality, so let’s make our
implicit notion of overgenerality clear:
Overgeneral rule: A rule O from which a superior rule can be derived by reducing the
generality of O’s condition.
Evolutionary Computation Volume 12, Number 1
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Action
0
0

Reward

1000
500

State
0
1

Action
1
1

Reward

500
500

Reward

State
0
1

Action 0
Action 1
0

State

1

Figure 1: Reward function for a simple task.

Rule
A
B
C
D
E
F

Cond.
0
0
1
1
#
#

Action
0
1
0
1
0
1

E[Strength]

1000
500
500
500
750
500

Strength
Classification
Cons. Correct
Cons. Incorrect
Cons. Correct
Cons. Correct
Cons. Correct
Overgeneral

Accuracy
Classification
Accurate
Accurate
Accurate
Accurate
Overgeneral
Accurate

Figure 2: All possible classifiers for the simple task in figure 1 and their classifications
using strength-based and accuracy-based fitness. (“Cons.” stands for “consistently”.)
This definition seems clear, but relies on our ability to evaluate the superiority of
rules. That is, to know whether a rule X is overgeneral, we need to know whether there
is any possible Y; some more specific version of X , which is superior to X . How should
we define superiority?
5.3.1 Are Stronger Rules Superior Rules?
Can we simply use fitness itself to determine the superiority of rules? After all, this is
the role of fitness in the GA. In other words, let’s say X is overgeneral if some more
specific version Y is fitter than X .
In SB–XCS, our strength-based system, fitter rules are those which receive higher
rewards, and so have higher strength. Let’s see if E and F are overgeneral using strength
to define the superiority of rules.
Rule E. The condition of E can be specialised to produce A and C. C is inferior to E
(it has lower strength) while A is superior (it has greater strength). Because A is
superior, E is overgeneral.
This doesn’t seem right – intuitively E should not be overgeneral, since it is correct
in both states it matches. In fact all three rules (A, C and E) advocate only correct
actions, and yet A is supposedly superior to the other two. This seems wrong since E
subsumes A and C, which suggests that, if any of the three is more valuable, it is E.
Rule F. The condition of F can be specialised to produce B and D. Using strength as our
value metric all three rules are equally valuable, since they have the same expected
strength, so F is not overgeneral.
10
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This doesn’t seem right either – surely F is overgeneral since it is incorrect in state 0.
Surely D should be superior to F since it is always correct. Clearly using strength as our
value metric doesn’t capture our intuitions about what the system should do. To define
the value of rules let’s return to the goal of the LCS, which is to maximise the reward it
receives, which in turn means acting correctly in each state. It is the correctness of its
actions which determines a rule’s value, rather than how much reward it receives.
Recall that rule strength is derived from reward. Strength is a measure of how good
– on average – a rule is at obtaining reward. Using strength as fitness in the GA, we will
evolve rules which are – on average – good at obtaining reward. However, many of
these rules will actually perform poorly in some states, and only achieve good average
performance by doing particularly well in other states. These rules are overgeneral.
To maximise rewards, we do not want to evolve rules which obtain the highest
rewards possible in any state, but to evolve rules which obtain the highest rewards
possible in the states in which they act. That is, rather than rules which are globally good
at obtaining reward, we want rules which are locally good at obtaining reward. In other
words, we want rules whose actions are correct in all states they match. What’s more,
each state must be covered by a correct rule because an LCS must know how to act in
each state; that is, it must have a policy.
To encourage the evolution of consistently correct rules, rather than rules which are
good on average, we can use techniques like fitness sharing. But, while such techniques
may help, there remains a fundamental mismatch between using strength as fitness and
the goal of evolving rules with consistently correct actions. The effect of fitness sharing,
and in particular its ability to combat overgeneral rules, deserves further study.
5.3.2 Strength and Best Action Maps
To maximise rewards, a strength-based LCS needs a population of rules which advocates the correct action in each state. If, in each state, only the best action is advocated,
the population constitutes a best action map (Kovacs, 2002). While a best action map is
an ideal representation in the sense that it is minimal, it is still possible to maximise rewards when incorrect actions are also advocated, as long as they are not selected. This
is what we hope for in practice.
Now let’s return to the question of how to define overgenerality in a strength-based
system. Instead of saying X is overgeneral if some Y is fitter (stronger), let’s say it is
overgeneral if some Y is more consistent with the goal of forming a best action map;
that is, if Y is correct in more cases than X .3 Notice that we’re now speaking of the
correctness of rules (not just the correctness of actions), and of their relative correctness
in specific. Let’s emphasise these ideas:
Consistently Correct Rule: One which advocates a correct action in every state it
matches. More formally, a classifier c is consistently correct w.r.t. a function f iff:

8s 2 S (c) f (s) = c(s)
Consistently Incorrect Rule: One which advocates an incorrect action in every state it
matches. That is, a classifier c is consistently incorrect w.r.t. a function f iff:

8s 2 S (c) f (s) 6= c(s)
3 In reinforcement learning terms, we could say
optimal policy.
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Correctness of a Rule: The correctness of a rule is the proportion of states in which it
advocates the correct action.

The degree of correctness of a classifier c, correctness(c), w.r.t. a function f is the
ratio between the states which it classifies correctly and the total number of states:



jCj jS (c)j
where

C = fs 2 S (c) j c(s) = f (s)g

Overgeneral Rule: One which advocates a correct action in some states and an incorrect action in others (i.e., a rule which is neither consistently correct nor consistently incorrect).
A classifier c is inconsistent w.r.t. a function f iff:

0 < correctness(c) < 1
That is, a classifier is inconsistent if it is neither consistently correct nor consistently
incorrect.
The notion of the relative correctness of a rule allows us to say a rule Y is more
correct (and hence less overgeneral) than a rule X , even if neither is consistently correct.
Now let’s reevaluate E and F from figure 2 to see how consistent they are with the
goal of forming a best action map. Rule E matches both states and advocates a correct
action in both. This is compatible with forming a best action map, so E is not overgeneral. Rule F also matches both states, but advocates an incorrect action in state 0,
making F incompatible with the goal of forming a best action map. Because a superior
rule (D) can be obtained by specialising F, F is overgeneral.
Notice that we’ve now defined overgeneral rules twice: once in x5.3 and again
above. For the tasks we’re considering here the two definitions coincide, although this
is not always true. For example, in the presence of perceptual aliasing (where an input
to the LCS does not always describe a unique task state) a rule may be overgeneral
by one definition but not by the other. That is, it may be neither consistently correct
nor consistently incorrect, and yet it may be impossible to generate a more correct rule
because a finer distinction of states cannot be expressed.
The above assumes the states referred to in the definition of overgenerality are task
states. If we consider perceptual states rather than task states the rule is sometimes
correct and sometimes incorrect in the same state (which is not possible in the basic tasks
studied here). We could take this to mean the rule is not consistently correct, and thus
overgeneral, or we might choose to do otherwise.
5.3.3 Accuracy and Complete Maps
While all reinforcement learners seek to maximise rewards, the approach of XCS differs
from that of strength-based LCS. Where strength LCS seek to form best action maps,
XCS seeks to form a complete map: a set of rules such that each action in each state is
advocated by at least one rule (Wilson, 1995; Kovacs, 2000). This set of rules allows
XCS to approximate the entire reward function and (hopefully) accurately predict the
reward for any action in any state. XCS’s fitness metric is consistent with this goal, and
we’ll use it to define the superiority of rules for XCS.
12
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The different approaches to fitness mean that in strength-based systems we
contrast consistently correct, consistently incorrect and overgeneral rules, but with
accuracy-based fitness we contrast accurate and inaccurate rules.
In XCS, fitter rules are those with lower prediction errors – at least up to a point:
small errors in prediction are ignored, and rules with small enough errors are considered fully accurate (specifically, those with error less than "0 ). In other words, XCS has
some tolerance for prediction error, or, put another way, some tolerance for changes
in a rule’s strength, since changes in strength are what produce prediction error. This
tolerance for prediction error is used to define overgenerality in XCS; we say that a rule
is overgeneral if its prediction error exceeds the tolerance threshold, i.e., if "j  "o . In
XCS ‘overgeneral’ is synonymous with ‘not-fully-accurate’.
Although this work uses XCS as a model, we hope it will apply to other future
accuracy-based LCS. To keep the discussion more general, instead of focusing on XCS
and its error threshold, we’ll refer to a somewhat abstract notion of tolerance called
 . Let   0 be an accuracy-based LCS’s tolerance for oscillations in strength, above
which a rule is judged overgeneral.
Like XCS’s error threshold,  is an adjustable parameter of the system. This means
that in an accuracy-based system, whether a rule is overgeneral or not depends on
how we set  . If  is set very high, then both E and F from figure 2 will fall within the
tolerance for error and neither will be overgeneral. If we gradually decrease  , however,
we will reach a point where E is overgeneral while F is not. Notice that this last case
is the reverse of the situation we had in x5.3.2 when using strength-based fitness. So
which rule is overgeneral depends on our fitness metric.
5.3.4 Defining Overgenerality
To match the different goals of the two systems we need two definitions of overgenerality:
Strength-based overgeneral: For strength-based fitness, an overgeneral rule is one
which matches multiple states and acts incorrectly in some, but not all.4 That is, a
rule c is a strength-based overgeneral w.r.t. a function f iff:

jS (c)j > 1
and 0 < correctness(c) < 1
Accuracy-based overgeneral: For accuracy-based fitness, an overgeneral rule is one
which matches multiple states, some of which return (sufficiently) different rewards, and hence has (sufficiently) oscillating strength. Here a rule is overgeneral
if its oscillations exceed  . That is, a rule c is an accuracy-based overgeneral w.r.t.
a function f iff:

jS (c)j > 1
and "c  "o

Note that the strength definition requires action on the part of the classifiers while
the accuracy definition does not. Thus we can have overgenerals in a task which allows
0 actions (or, equivalently, 1 action) using accuracy (see, e.g., figure 5), but not using
strength.

x5.3 and x5.3.2.
4 This

restatement of strength-based overgenerality is consistent with the two earlier definitions given in
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5.4 Strong Overgeneral Rules
Now that we’ve finally defined overgenerality satisfactorily let’s turn to the subject of
strong overgenerality. Strength is used to determine a rule’s influence in action selection, and action selection is a competition between alternatives. Consequently it makes
no sense to speak of the strength of a rule in isolation. Put another way, strength is a
way of ordering rules. With a single rule there are no alternative orderings, and hence
no need for strength. Therefore, for a rule to be a strong overgeneral, it must be stronger
than another rule. In particular, a rule’s strength is relevant when compared to another
rule with which it competes for action selection.
Now we can define strong overgeneral rules, although to do so we need two definitions to match our two definitions of overgenerality:
Strength-based strong overgeneral: A rule which sometimes advocates an incorrect
action, and yet whose expected strength is greater than that of some correct (i.e.,
not-overgeneral) competitor for action selection. That is, a rule c is a strength-based
strong overgeneral w.r.t. a function f iff:

jS (c)j > 1
and 0 < correctness(c) < 1
and there is a consistently correct rule r with strength(r) < strength(c)
with which c competes for action selection.
Accuracy-based strong overgeneral: A rule whose strength oscillates unacceptably,
and yet whose expected strength is greater than that of some accurate (i.e., notovergeneral) competitor for action selection. That is, a rule c is an accuracy-based
strong overgeneral w.r.t. a function f iff:

jS (c)j > 1
and "c

 "o

and there is a consistently correct rule r with strength(r) < strength(c)
with which c competes for action selection.
The intention is that competitors be possible, not that they need actually exist in a
given population.
The strength-based definition refers to competition with correct rules because
strength-based systems are not interested in maintaining incorrect rules (see x5.3.2).
This definition suits the analysis in this work. However, situations in which more overgeneral rules have higher fitness than less overgeneral – but still overgeneral – competitors are also pathological. Parallel scenarios exist for accuracy-based fitness. Such
cases resemble the well-known idea of deception in genetic algorithms, in which search
is led away from desired solutions (see, e.g., (Goldberg, 1989)).
14
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5.5 Fit Overgeneral Rules
In our definitions of strong overgenerals we refer to competition for action selection,
but rules also compete for reproduction. To deal with the latter case we introduce the
concept of fit overgenerals as a parallel to that of strong overgenerals. A rule can be both,
or either. The definitions for strength and accuracy-based fit overgenerals are identical
to those for strong overgenerals, except that we refer to fitness (not expected strength)
and competition for reproduction (not action selection):
Strength-based fit overgeneral: A rule which sometimes advocates an incorrect action, and yet whose expected fitness is greater than that of some correct (i.e., notovergeneral) competitor for reproduction.5
Accuracy-based fit overgeneral: A rule whose strength oscillates unacceptably, and
yet whose expected fitness is greater than that of some accurate (i.e., notovergeneral) competitor for reproduction.
We won’t consider fit overgenerals as a separate case in our initial analysis since
in SB–XCS fitness and strength are the same, and so strong and fit overgenerals are
similar.6 Later, in x9, we’ll see how XCS handles both fit and strong overgenerals.
5.6 Parallel Definitions of Strength and Fitness
At this point we must note two terminological issues. In strength-based systems, a
rule’s strength is used in action selection and reproduction, and so it is with SB–XCS.7
Although XCS uses the same update as SB–XCS, Wilson refers to this value as prediction,
rather than strength. For simplicity this value is generally referred to simply as strength
in this work.
The term “strength”, however, really has two interpretations. One is the value updated by (1), and the other is the weight a rule has in action selection. When aggregated
over the relevant rules, the latter value is referred to as system strength in SB–XCS (see
below) and system prediction (equation 7) in XCS.
In SB–XCS, the two notions of strength coincide; in SB–XCS a rule’s contribution
to the system strength for an action is just its strength weighted by numerosity (8). In
XCS, however, a rule’s contribution to the system prediction for an action is a function
of both its prediction and fitness (7).
Consequently, in XCS we have two notions of strength; prediction, and contribution to system prediction. In discussing strong overgenerals, it should be understood
that references to strength are to the latter value.
A similar problem occurs in referring to the fitness of a rule. In XCS, fitness is a
value updated by (5). Fitness, however, can also be interpreted (in fact, is normally
interpreted in evolutionary computation) as the weight of a rule in reproduction. If we
consider a single invocation of the niche GA, a rule’s fitness parameter coincides with
its weight in reproduction. However, if we consider all invocations of the GA, a rule’s
weight in reproduction is partly determined by its generality, thanks to the niche GA
(in both XCS and SB–XCS).
5 The more formal definitions of fit overgenerals are omitted as they differ from those for strong overgenerals only in that they refer to fitness and reproduction instead of strength and action selection.
6 Nonetheless, there is still a difference between strong and fit overgenerals in strength-based systems,
since the two forms of competition may take place between different sets of rules. See 6.
7 Strength-based systems may, however, distinguish between shared and unshared strength and use them
differently.

x
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In discussing fit overgenerals, it should be understood that references to fitness are
to the weight of a rule in reproduction, not to the fitness parameter of a rule.

6 When are Strong and Fit Overgenerals Possible?
We’ve seen definitions for strong and fit overgeneral rules, but what are the exact conditions under which a task can be expected to produce them? If such rules are a serious
problem for classifier systems, knowing when to expect them should be a major concern: if we know what kinds of tasks are likely to produce them (and how many) we’ll
know something about what kinds of tasks should be difficult for classifier systems
(and how difficult).
Not surprisingly, the requirements for the production of strong and fit overgenerals depend on which definition we adopt. Looking at the accuracy-based definition of
strong overgenerality we can see that we need two rules (a strong overgeneral and a
not-overgeneral rule), that the two rules must compete for action selection, and that the
overgeneral rule must be stronger than the not-overgeneral rule. The task conditions
which make this situation possible are as follows:
1. The task must contain at least two states, in order that we can have a rule which
generalises (incorrectly).8
2. The task may allow any number of actions in the two states, including 0 actions,
or, equivalently, 1 action. (We’ll see later that strength-based systems differ in this
respect.)
3. In order to be a strong overgeneral, the overgeneral must have higher expected
strength than the not-overgeneral rule. For this to be the case the reward function
must return different values for the two rules. More specifically, it must return
more reward to the overgeneral rule.
4. The overgeneral and not-overgeneral rules must compete for action selection. This
constrains which tasks will support strong overgenerals.
The conditions which will support fit overgenerals are clearly very similar: 1) and
2) are the same, while for 3) the overgeneral must have greater fitness (rather than
strength) than the not-overgeneral, and for 4) they must compete for reproduction
rather than action selection.
6.1 The Reward Function is Relevant
Let’s look at the last two requirements for strong overgenerals in more detail. First, in
order to have differences in the expectations of the strengths of rules there must be differences in the rewards returned from the task. So the values in the reward function are
relevant to the formation of strong overgenerals. More specifically, it must be the rewards returned to competing classifiers which differ. So subsets of the reward function
are relevant to the formation of individual strong or fit overgenerals.
8 We assume the use of the standard LCS language in which generalisation over actions does not occur.
Otherwise, it would be possible to produce an overgeneral in a task with only a single state (and multiple
actions) by generalising over actions instead of states.
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Figure 3: Reward functions with 1, 2 or 3 actions. Those on the left are unbiased while
those on the right are biased.
Let us refer to the situation where different correct actions receive different rewards as a bias in the reward function. Reward functions which have no such biases
are unbiased. More formally:
Unbiased reward function: A reward function R is unbiased iff there exists a constant
r such that:

8s; a if correct(s; a) then R(s; a) = r
Figure 3 shows examples of unbiased reward functions on the left, and biased reward functions on the right. Note that the defining feature of the unbiased functions is
that the highest reward in all states is the same constant value. If we plot the maximum
reward for each state for any unbiased reward function we obtain a flat line.
For strong or fit overgenerals to occur, there must be a bias in the reward function
at state-action pairs which map to competing classifiers. In the following section, we
look at how classifiers can compete.
6.2 Competition for Action Selection

In XCS and SB–XCS, two classifiers c1 and c2 compete for action selection iff:

S (c1 ) \ S (c2 ) 6= ; and A(c1 ) 6= A(c2 )
Note that this relies on the property of the ternary language that classifiers are constant
partial functions, i.e., that they advocate the same action in all states they match.
Figure 4 shows a reward function as a matrix with task state indexing the rows
and LCS action indexing the columns. Using the standard ternary language rules can
generalise over states but not actions, so a given rule will match some subset of a single
column.
Rules compete for action selection when they occur in the same match set [M]. In
XCS (and some other LCS) rules advocating the same action cooperate to have their
Evolutionary Computation Volume 12, Number 1
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Action

State

R0;0 R0;1 R0;2
R1;0 R1;1 R1;2
R2;0 R2;1 R2;2

Figure 4: A reward function as a matrix indexed by state and action.
action chosen, while rules advocating different actions compete. (We could say competition is between action sets [A]s, rather than individual rules.) In other LCS, rules
which advocate the same action also compete against each other, and only the winner
receives reward.
In either case, two rules which occur in different action sets within a match set
will compete. The rules in each action set are updated toward the rewards returned
for different actions in a state (rows in the matrix). Hence differences within a row
of the matrix influence the strengths of competing classifiers and may result in strong
overgenerals.
The rewards returned for taking the same action in different states (columns in the
matrix) also affect the strengths of competing rules simply because rules can generalise
over multiple states, and their strengths depend on the values in all of them. Hence
differences within columns can result in strong overgenerals.
The effect, of course, of strong overgenerals on competition for action selection is
that the system will tend to select an incorrect action.
6.3 Competition for Reproduction
The locus of competition for reproduction depends on the GA scheme used. With a
panmictic GA all rules in the population compete for reproduction, whereas with a
niche GA only a subset of the population is eligible for reproduction. One way of
running the niche GA is to restrict selection of rules to those in [M], in which case
competition is between members of [M]. Similarly, with a niche GA in [A], rules in [A]
compete.
More formally, using a niche GA in [M] two classifiers c1 and c2 compete for reproduction iff:

S (c1 ) \ S (c2 ) 6= ;

while using a niche GA in [A] c1 and c2 compete for reproduction iff:

S (c1 ) \ S (c2 ) 6= ; and A(c1 ) = A(c2 )
A niche GA limits the areas of competition within a population, and so limits how
the rewards defined in the reward function interact. For example, with a GA in [A],
rules belonging to different [A]s within an [M] do not compete for reproduction, so
differences in the reward function between one [A] and another (i.e., differences within
a row in the matrix) will not affect the reproduction of fit overgenerals in either.
Note, however, that different [A]s will overlap, as will different [M]s, and that a
fully generalised rule is a member of all [M]s and all [A]s for its action. Even with a
niche GA in [A] a fully general rule competes with all rules in the population which
advocate the action it does. So even though a niche GA limits competition to subsets of
the population, differences anywhere in a column can contribute to the fitness of two
competing rules.
18
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Figure 5: A minimal (2x1) strong overgeneral task for XCS and all its classifiers.
This means that with a GA in [A] differences in the rewards given for the same action may contribute to the fitness of rules competing for reproduction, but differences
in rewards for different actions do not. With a panmictic GA all rules compete, meaning a difference between any two parts of the reward function can contribute to the
fitness of rules competing for reproduction. The effect, of course, of fit overgenerals on
competition for reproduction is that the fit overgenerals will tend to propagate in the
population.

7 Strong Overgenerals in XCS
In x6 we saw that, using the accuracy definition, strong overgenerals require a task
with at least two states, and that each state can have any number of actions. We also
saw that the reward function was relevant but did not see exactly how. Now let’s look
at a minimal strong overgeneral supporting task for accuracy and see exactly what
is required of the reward function to produce strong overgenerals. Figure 5 shows a
reward function for a task with two states and one action and all possible classifiers for
it. As always, the expected strengths shown are due to the simplifying assumption that
states and actions occur equiprobably (x4).
In x4 we made a number of simplifying assumptions, and for now let’s make a
further one: that there is no tolerance for oscillating strengths ( = 0), so that any rule
whose strength oscillates at all is overgeneral. This means rule E in figure 5 is an overgeneral because it is updated toward different rewards. It is also a strong overgeneral
because it is stronger than some not-overgeneral rule with which it competes, namely
rule C. In x6 we saw that strong overgenerals depend on the reward function returning
more strength to the strong overgeneral than its not-overgeneral competitor. Are there
reward functions under which E will not be a strong overgeneral? Since the strength of
E is an average of the two rewards returned (labelled a and c in figure 5 to correspond
to the names of the fully specific rules which obtain them), and the strength of C is c,
then as long as a > c, rule E will be a strong overgeneral. Symmetrically, if c > a then
E will still be a strong overgeneral, in this case stronger than not-overgeneral rule A.
Evolutionary Computation Volume 12, Number 1
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Figure 6: A task which demonstrates that biases between actions do not result in strong
overgenerals.

The only reward functions which do not cause strong overgenerals are those in which
a = c. So in this case any bias in the reward function makes the formation of a strong
overgeneral possible.
If we allow some tolerance for oscillations in strength without judging a rule overgeneral, then rule E is not overgeneral only if a , c   where  is the tolerance for
oscillations. In this case only reward functions in which a , c >  will produce strong
overgeneral rules.
7.1 Biases between Actions do not Produce Strong Overgenerals
We’ve just seen an example where any bias in the reward function will produce strong
overgenerals. However, this is not the case when we have more than one action available, as in figure 6. The strengths of the two fully generalised rules, E & F, are dependent only on the values associated with the actions they advocate. Differences in the
rewards returned for different actions do not result in strong overgenerals – as long as
we don’t generalise over actions, which was one of our assumptions from x4.
7.2 Some Properties of Accuracy-Based Fitness
At this point it seems natural to ask how common strong overgenerals are and, given
that the structure of the reward function is related to their occurrence, to ask what
reward functions make them impossible. In this section we’ll prove some simple, but
perhaps surprising, theorems concerning overgeneral rules and accuracy-based fitness.
However, we won’t go too deeply into the subject for reasons which will become clear
in x9.
Let’s begin by looking at a special kind of reward function in which strong overgenerals are impossible, and proving this is so. Immediately after we’ll see the general
conditions which make strong overgenerals impossible, but, first, the special case:
Theorem 1 In XCS, overgeneral rules are impossible when the reward function is constant
over each action.
Proof. The strength of a rule is a function of the values it updates toward, and
these values are a subset of the rewards for the advocated action. If all such rewards are
equivalent there can be no oscillations in a rule’s strength, so it cannot be overgeneral. 2
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More generally, strong overgenerals are impossible when the reward function is
sufficiently close to constancy over each action that oscillations in any rule’s strength
are less than  . Now we can see when strong overgenerals are possible:

Theorem 2 In XCS, if the task structure meets requirements 1 and 4 of x6 at least one overgeneral rule will be possible for each action for which the reward function is not within  of
being constant.

Proof. A fully generalised rule matches all inputs and its strength is updated toward all possible rewards for the action it advocates. Unless all such rewards are within
 of equivalence it will be overgeneral. 2
In other words, if the rewards for the same action differ by more than  the fully
generalised rule for that action will be overgeneral. To avoid overgeneral rules completely, we’d have to constrain the reward function to be within  of constancy for each
action. That overgeneral rules are widely possible should not be surprising. But it
turns out that with accuracy-based fitness there is no distinction between overgeneral
and strong overgeneral rules:
Theorem 3 In XCS, all overgeneral rules are strong overgenerals.

Proof. Let’s consider the reward function as a vector R = [r1 r2 r3 : : : rn ], and,
for simplicity, assume  = 0. An overgeneral matches at least two states, and so is
updated toward two or more distinct values from the vector, whereas accurate rules
are updated toward only one value (by definition, since  = 0) no matter how many
states they match. For each ri in the vector there is some fully specific (and so not
overgeneral) rule which is only updated toward it. Consequently, any overgeneral rule
(which must match at least two states) competes with at least two accurate rules.
Now consider the vector X = [x1 x2 x3 : : : xy ] which is composed of the subset of
vector R toward which the overgeneral in question is updated. Because we’ve assumed
states and actions occur equiprobably, the strength of a rule is just the mean of the
 , the mean of X .
values it is updated toward. So the strength of the overgeneral is X
The overgeneral will be a strong overgeneral if it is stronger than some accurate
rule with which it competes. The weakest strength for such a rule is min xi . The in is true for all reward vectors except those which are constant
equality min xi < X
functions, so all overgenerals are strong overgenerals. 2
Taking theorems 2 and 3 together yields:
Theorem 4 In XCS, if the task structure meets requirements 1 and 4 of x6 at least one strong
overgeneral rule will be possible for each action for which the reward function is not within  of
being constant.

In short, using accuracy-based fitness and reasonably small  only a highly restricted class of reward functions and tasks do not support strong overgeneral rules.
These 4 theorems are independent of the number of actions available in a task.
Note that the ‘for each action’ part of the theorems depends on the inability of rules
to generalise over actions, a syntactic limitation of the standard LCS language. If we
remove this arbitrary limitation then we further restrict the class of reward functions
which will not support strong overgenerals.

8 Strong Overgenerals in SB–XCS
We’ve seen how the reward function determines when strong overgeneral classifiers are
possible in accuracy-based systems. Now let’s look at the effect of the reward function
using SB–XCS, our strength-based system. Recall from the strength-based definition of
Evolutionary Computation Volume 12, Number 1
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Figure 7: An unbiased reward function and all its classifiers. Unbiased functions will
not cause strong overgenerals.

strong overgenerals that we need two rules (a strong overgeneral and a not-overgeneral
correct rule), that the two rules must compete for action selection, and that the overgeneral rule must be stronger than the correct rule. The conditions which make this
situation possible are the same as those for accuracy-based systems, except for a change
to condition 2: there needs to be at least one state in which at least two actions are possible, so that the overgeneral rule can act incorrectly. (It doesn’t make sense to speak
of overgeneral rules in a strength-based system unless there is more than one action
available.)
A second difference is that in strength-based systems there is no tolerance for oscillations in a rule’s strength built into the update rules. This tolerance is simply not
needed in SB–XCS where all that matters is that a rule advocate the correct action, not
that its strength be consistent.
A complication to the analysis done earlier for accuracy-based systems is that
strength-based systems tend toward best action maps (x5.3.2). Simply put, SB–XCS
is not interested in maintaining incorrect rules, so we are interested in overgenerals
only when they are stronger than some correct rule. For example, consider the binary
state binary action task of figure 7. Using this unbiased reward function, rules E & F
are overgenerals (since they are sometimes incorrect), but not strong overgenerals because the rules they are stronger than (B & C) are incorrect. (Recall from the definition
of a strong overgeneral in a strength LCS in x5.4 that the strong overgeneral must be
stronger than a correct rule.) This demonstrates that in strength-based systems (unlike
accuracy-based systems) not all overgeneral rules are strong overgenerals.
What consequence does this disinterest in incorrect rules have on the dependence
of strong overgenerals on the reward function? The reward function in this example
is not constant over either action, and the accuracy-based concept of tolerance does
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Figure 8: A 2x2 biased reward function which is a minimal strong overgeneral task for
strength-based LCS, and all its classifiers.
not apply. In an accuracy-based system there must be strong overgenerals under such
conditions, and yet there are none here.
8.1 When are Strong Overgenerals Impossible in SB–XCS?
Let’s begin with a first approximation to when strong overgenerals are impossible.
Later, in x8.2, we’ll ask when strong overgenerals are possible, and we’ll get a more
precise answer to the question of when they are impossible.
Theorem 5 In SB–XCS, strong overgenerals are impossible when the reward function is unbiased (i.e., constant over correct actions).
Proof. A correct action is one which receives the highest reward possible in its
state. If all correct actions receive the same reward, this reward is higher than that
for acting incorrectly in any state. Consequently no overgeneral rule can have higher
strength than a correct rule, so no overgeneral can be a strong overgeneral. 2
To make theorem 5 more concrete, reconsider the reward values in figure 6. By
definition, a correct action in a state is one which returns the highest reward for that
state, so if we want the actions associated with w and z to be the only correct actions
then w > y; z > x. If the reward function returns the same value for all correct actions
then w = z . Then the strengths of the overgeneral rules are less than those of the
correct accurate rules: E’s expected strength is (w + x)=2 which is less than A’s expected
strength of w and F’s expected strength is (y + z )=2 which is less than D’s z , so the
overgenerals cannot be strong overgenerals. (If w < y and z < x then we have a
symmetrical situation in which the correct action is different, but strong overgenerals
are still impossible.)
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8.2 What Makes Strong Overgenerals Possible in SB–XCS?
It is possible to obtain strong overgenerals in SB–XCS by defining a reward function
which returns different values for correct actions. An example of a minimal strong
overgeneral supporting task for SB–XCS is given in figure 8. Using this reward function, E is a strong overgeneral, as it is stronger than the correct rule D with which it
competes for action selection (and for reproduction if the GA runs in the match set or
panmictically).
However, not all differences in rewards are sufficient to produce strong overgenerals. How much tolerance does SB–XCS have before biases in the reward function
produce strong overgenerals? Suppose the rewards are such that the actions associated
with w and z are correct (i.e., w > y; z > x) and the reward function is biased such that
w > z . How much of a bias is needed to produce a strong overgeneral? That is, how
much greater than z must w be? Rule E competes with D for action selection, and will
be a strong overgeneral if its expected strength exceeds D’s, i.e., if (w + x)=2 > z , which
is equivalent to w > 2z , x. So a bias of w > 2z , x means E will be a strong overgeneral
with respect to D, while a lesser bias means it will not.
E also competes with A for reproduction, and will be fitter than A if (w + x)=2 > w,
which is equivalent to x > w. So a bias of x > w means E will be a fit overgeneral with
respect to A, while a lesser bias means it will not. (Symmetrical competitions occur
between F & A (for action selection) and F & D (for reproduction).)
We’ll take the last two examples as proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 6 In SB–XCS, if the task structure meets requirements 1 and 4 of x6 and the modified
requirement 2 from x8, a strong overgeneral is possible whenever the reward function is biased
such that (w + x)=2 > z for any given rewards w; x & z .
8.3 SB–XCS’s Tolerance for Reward Biases
The examples in the previous section show there is a certain tolerance for biases (differences) in rewards within which overgenerals are not strong enough to outcompete
correct rules. Knowing what tolerance there is is important as it allows us to design
reward functions which will not produce strong overgenerals. Unfortunately, because
of the simplifying assumptions we’ve made (see x4) these results do not apply to more
realistic tasks. However, they do tell us how biases in the reward function affect the
formation of strong overgenerals, and give us a sense of the magnitudes involved. An
extension of this work would be to find limits to tolerable reward function bias empirically. Two results which do transfer to more realistic cases are theorems 1 and 5, which
tell us under what conditions strong overgenerals are impossible for the two types of
LCS. These results hold even when our simplifying assumptions do not.

9 Fit Overgenerals and the Survival of Rules under the GA
We’ve examined the conditions under which strong overgenerals are possible under
both types of fitness. The whole notion of a strong overgeneral is that of an overgeneral
rule which can outcompete other, preferable, rules. But, as noted earlier, there are two
forms of competition: action selection and reproduction. Our two systems handle the
first in the same way, but handle reproduction differently. In this section we examine
the effect of the fitness metric on the survival of strong overgenerals.
XCS and SB–XCS were compared empirically on the tasks in figures 7 and 8. The
GA was disabled and all possible rules inserted in the LCS at the outset. Settings were
= 0:2, and "o = 0:01. Wilson’s pure explore/exploit scheme (Wilson, 1995) was used.
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Figure 9: Rule fitness using strength-based SB–XCS (left) and accuracy-based XCS
(right) on the unbiased function from figure 7.
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Figure 10: SB–XCS (left) and XCS (right) on the biased function from figure 8.
9.1 Comparison on an Unbiased Reward Function
First we compared XCS and SB–XCS on the reward function from figure 7. Figure 9
shows the fitness of each rule using strength (left) and accuracy (right), with results averaged over 100 runs. The first thing to note is that we are now considering the development of a rule’s strength and fitness over time (admittedly with the GA turned off),
whereas until this section we had only considered steady state strengths (as pointed
out in x4). We can see that the actual strengths indeed converge toward the expected
strengths shown in figure 7. We can also see that the strengths of the overgeneral rules
(E & F) oscillate as they are updated toward different values.
Using strength (figure 9, left), the correct rules A & D have highest fitness, so if the
GA was operating we’d expect SB–XCS to reproduce them preferentially and learn to
act correctly in this task.
Using accuracy (figure 9, right), all accurate rules (A, B, C & D) have high fitness,
while the overgenerals (E & F) have low fitness. Note that even though the incorrect
rules (B & C) have high fitness and will survive with the GA operational, they have
low strength, so they will not have much influence in action selection. Consequently
we can expect XCS to learn to act correctly in this task.
9.2 Comparison on a Biased Reward Function
While both systems seem to be able to handle the unbiased reward function, compare
them on the same task when the reward function is biased as in figure 8. Consider
the results shown in figure 10 (again, averaged over 100 runs). Although XCS (right)
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treats the rules in the same way now that the reward function is biased, SB–XCS (left)
treats them differently. In particular, rule E, which is overgeneral, has higher expected
strength than rule D, which is correct, and with which it competes for action selection.
Consequently E is a strong overgeneral (and a fit overgeneral if E and D also compete
for reproduction). (Further notes on figures 9 and 10 are available in (Kovacs, 2002).)
9.3 Discussion
In these trivial tasks XCS’s accuracy-based fitness is effective at penalising overgeneral, strong overgeneral, and fit overgeneral rules. This shouldn’t be surprising: for
accuracy, we’ve defined overgeneral rules precisely as those which are less than fully
accurate. With fitness based on accuracy these are precisely the rules which fare poorly.
With SB–XCS’s use of strength as fitness, strong overgenerals are fit overgenerals.
But with XCS’s accuracy-based fitness, strong overgenerals – at least those encountered
so far – have low fitness and can be expected to fare poorly.

10

Designing Strong and Fit Overgenerals for XCS

We have already examined the effect of bias in the reward function, and we have seen
that it may produce strong overgenerals in both XCS and SB–XCS, and fit overgenerals
in SB–XCS. However, we have also seen that biases in the reward function do not produce fit overgenerals in XCS, since overgenerals (including strong overgenerals) have
low fitness under accuracy-based fitness.
That is, accuracy-based fitness gives XCS immunity to fit overgenerals caused by
biases in the reward function. Is there a way in which we can induce strong and fit
overgenerals in XCS? Perhaps there is another form of bias to which XCS is susceptible.
10.1 Biased Variance Functions
Just as we can bias the rewards themselves, so can we bias the variance in the rewards.
That is, we can construct a reward function which has more variance in the reward
for one state-action than another. This gives us what we might call a biased variance
function. (We might also say it gives us a biased accuracy function. Suppose we applied
tabular Q-learning to a task with a biased variance function and calculated the accuracy
of each state-action using XCS’s accuracy-based fitness updates. The accuracies of the
state-action pairs give us a form of accuracy function, and it will be biased according
to the bias in the variance function.)
It was hypothesised that XCS would suffer from strong and fit overgenerals if the
variance in the reward function was suitably biased. For example, figure 11 shows a
task with unbiased rewards, but vastly different variance (2 ) in the rewards for different state-actions; while the other state-actions all have 0 variance, state-action 0:0 has
variance 100. A sawtooth waveform is used in the appropriate part of the state/reward
diagram in figure 11 in order to suggest variance in the reward for this state-action.
Note that the rewards for all other state-actions are shown with flat lines to indicate
they have 0 variance. An alternative way to show the variance for this reward function
is to collapse the state-actions onto the x-axis and show the variance on the y-axis.
Because the variance in reward for state 0 action 0 is so high, rule A will have low
fitness in XCS (unless the accuracy criterion "o is quite high). In fact, E and F, which
are overgeneral, may have higher fitness than A, and be fit overgenerals with respect
to A. They may also be strong overgenerals with respect to A; although they have less
strength than A, the inclusion of fitness in the system prediction calculation (x7) might
discount the prediction of A enough to give E and F more influence in action selection.
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Figure 11: A task in which XCS may suffer from fit overgenerals. The sawtooth wave
indicates a state-action in which rewards are stochastic.
10.2 Empirical Results
In order to determine whether XCS would develop fit overgenerals in such conditions,
XCS was evaluated in the environment in figure 11 with different levels of variance for
state-action 0:0. For each level of variance, XCS was initialised with a fixed population
consisting of the 6 possible rules in figure 11. At the start of each run the parameters
of these rules were initialised to default values unrelated to the strength and fitness
values shown there. Rule discovery was disabled so that XCS operated like a tabular
Q-learner. Parameter settings were as follows: Subsumption threshold sub = 20, GA
threshold GA = 25, t3 deletion threshold del = 25, Covering threshold mna = 1, Lowfitness deletion threshold  = 0.1, Population size limit N = 400, Learning rate =
0.2, Accuracy falloff rate = 0.1, Accuracy criterion "o = 0.01, Crossover rate  = 0.8,
Mutation rate  = 0.04, Hash probability P# = 0.33.
XCS was first tested using the rewards in figure 11 with no variance; that is, the
rewards were deterministic. Next, the reward for state-action 0:0 was made stochastic,
and its variance increased incrementally. For each test, the fitness of each of the 6 rules
was recorded after 1000 time steps, which was enough time for them to converge to
stable values. Figure 12 shows the fitness of rules A and E as the variance in the reward
for 0:0 increased from test to test. This figure shows the variance in terms of the range
of rewards for 0:0. In each test, rewards for 0:0 were obtained by generating a uniform
random number r between 0 and R inclusive. The R used for various tests is shown on
the x-axis of figure 12. The reward given to XCS for state-action 0:0 was 100 + r , 0:5R
so that, for example, with R = 20, rewards were between 90 and 110, and with R = 40,
rewards were between 80 and 120. As the range in rewards R increases from 30 to 40,
the two curves cross over, and E becomes a fit overgeneral with respect to A.
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Figure 12: Fitness of two rules from figure 11 at different levels of variance bias. Rule
E becomes a fit overgeneral in XCS when the variance in reward for state-action 0:0 is
sufficiently high.
10.3 SB–XCS and Biased Variance Functions
How does SB–XCS fare with biased variance functions? Will it suffer from fit overgenerals (as XCS does) in the task in figure 11? Expected rule strength is not affected by the
increase in variance, so SB–XCS should not be affected, other than by stochastic effects,
e.g., long sequences of atypical rewards drawn from the uniform distribution, which
will occasionally happen.
Thus, SB–XCS suffers from biases in the reward function while XCS suffers from
biases in the variance function. Neither suffers from the other’s problem. In other
words, each is immune to the conditions which cause fit overgenerals in the other! The
obvious question is: which problem is worse? Given the results we will see on the
prevalence of value function bias in sequential tasks in x12, susceptibility to variance
function bias may be the lesser of two evils, but further study is needed.
Note that SB–XCS’s immunity to biases in the variance function gives us a way of
constructing SB–XCS-easy yet XCS-hard functions. Another approach, based on the
fact that SB–XCS tends not to represent lower-reward state-actions while XCS does
represent them, is demonstrated in (Kovacs, 2002).

11

Strong and Fit Undergeneral Rules

We have seen strong and fit overgeneral rules, which are overgenerals that are stronger
or fitter than some correct competitor, and that they result from biases in the reward or
variance function. Now we will see that it is also possible for biases in the reward function to produce undergeneral rules which are stronger and fitter than a more-generalyet-correct competitor. The problem with this is that it interferes with the evolution of
(accurate) general rules, and so accurate, general representations of the task at hand.
The task in figure 13 demonstrates such a case. At the bottom of the figure are three
rules of particular interest, their expected strengths and an evaluation of their generality. Although rule C is the most general-yet-accurate, rules B and A have higher
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Figure 13: A task which supports strong undergeneral rules.

strength. (The principle can be demonstrated with only 2 states, but the example
seemed clearer with 4.) This is not a problem in action selection since they all advocate the same action, but it is in reproduction. That is, strong undergeneral rules are
not a problem, but fit undergeneral rules are. Let’s consider SB–XCS and XCS in turn.
11.1 SB–XCS
With SB–XCS’s strength/fitness, the less general rules are fitter, which is clearly undesirable. This effect of fit undergenerals depends on the reward function being biased;
with an unbiased reward function, fit undergenerals cannot occur. However, even with
unbiased reward functions there must still be some bias toward generality, otherwise
SB–XCS will not prefer the more general of two consistently correct rules. This is a real
problem, since without a generality preference the population will swell up with an
enormous number of correct but overly specific rules.
These problems demonstrate that SB–XCS must factor generality into rule fitness
if it is to evolve accurate, general rules. Happily, the niche GA provides an effective
fitness bonus which does just this.
11.2 XCS
In XCS, the fitness of A depends on the setting of the accuracy criterion. If it is strict
enough, A is, by definition, an overgeneral, and the low fitness it receives is appropriate.
If, however, A is not overgeneral according to the accuracy criterion, it is only as
fit as B and C. In other words, XCS will have equal preference for the three, on the basis
of their fitness. Thus, although XCS does not suffer from fit overgenerals (unless the
variance function is sufficiently biased x10), it still needs some bias toward generality,
which, happily, it has thanks to the niche GA.
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12

Sequential Tasks

In non-sequential tasks a reinforcement learner approximates the reward function defined by the experimenter, which is in principle enough to maximise the reward it receives. In sequential tasks, however, consideration of the reward function alone is not
sufficient, as it defines immediate reward (the reward on a given time step) only. In
sequential tasks the learner’s actions influence the state of the task and hence which
rewards it may receive in the future. Consequently the learner must take into account
future consequences of current actions if it is to maximise the total amount of reward
it receives over multiple time steps. Many reinforcement learning systems do so by
learning a value function, which maps each state to an estimate of its long-term value.
The value function for a task is implicitly defined by the task definition.
12.1 Q-learning
We’ll examine the learning of sequential tasks by Q-learning agents, since XCS and
SB–XCS both use the Q-update to estimate rule strength. Q-learners take long-term
consequences into account by learning a Q-function (also called an action-value function)
which maps state-action pairs to an estimate of their long term value called their Qvalue. (Q stands for quality of the state-action pair.) A Q-function is really just a special
kind of value function, in which we estimate the long-term value of state-action pairs
rather than states. In fact, we can define a value function V (s) as:

V (s) = max
Q(s; a)
a

(10)

That is, the value of a state s is the value of its highest Q-value.
In non-sequential tasks XCS and SB–XCS both update rules strengths toward their
immediate reward, and the population of rules estimates the reward function. In sequential tasks, when using the sequential definition of P (equation 6), the strength of a
rule is an estimate of long-term value, and the population of rules and their strengths
approximate the value function. Just as in non-sequential tasks, strong and fit overgenerals depend on the reward function, so in sequential tasks they depend on the value
function (or Q-function). Consequently, it is of interest to define a unbiased value functions, under which strong and fit overgenerals are impossible following theorems 1 and
5.
Unbiased value function: A value function
such that:

V

is unbiased iff there exists a constant c

V (s) = c

(11)

for all s 2 S . That is, a value function is unbiased if it is a constant function.
Recall from x6.1 that a reward function is unbiased if it is constant over correct
actions, not simply constant. The difference occurs because the value function is not
parameterised by actions; by (10) the value of a state is the value of its highest-valued
state-action.
12.2 The Need to Pass Values Back
Q-values are estimates of the long-term value of taking a given action in a given state,
not just the immediate reward for doing so. To effect this, each Q-value is updated
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Figure 14: A simple sequential task showing immediate rewards r and Q-values Q for
state transitions using = 0:9. M is the start state and the square state is terminal.
toward a fraction of the value of its successor. In this way, the estimate of the value of
acting now comes to reflect some of the value of what happens later. To see how this
works, let’s look at the Q-update:

Q(st ; at )

Target
}|
{
Q(st ; at ) +
rt+1 + max
Q
(
s
;
a
)
t
+1
a
|
{z
Error
 z

OldEstimate
z }| {
, Q(st ; at )
}

(12)

where Q(s; a) is the quality (Q-value) of state-action pair s; a, t is the time step, is the
learning rate, and r is the immediate reward.
Q-values are updated toward the target component of (12), that is, toward the
immediate reward r plus some fraction of the value of the state which follows it
(maxa Q(st+1 ; a)). (We say the value of the following state st+1 is discounted and
passed back to its predecessor st .) In this way a state-action which receives an immediate reward of 0 will have a Q-value greater than 0 if the state it leads to has a Q-value
greater than 0 (assuming > 0). In other words, by passing value back a state takes on
some of the value of its successor. In this way, Q-updates drive Q-values toward the
long-term value of a state-action.
A simple task is shown in figure 14 to illustrate Q-learning. The immediate reward r and true Q-value Q for each state-action, assuming a discount rate of = 0:9,
are shown. We define the value of the terminal state to be 0 so that the value of the
transition labelled c is due entirely to the immediate reward there.
We can initialise estimates of each Q-value arbitrarily, and the Q-updates will move
them toward the true Q-values shown. (In fact, given infinite revisits to each stateaction, and appropriately declined , the estimated Q-values are guaranteed to converge to their true values.)
Knowledge of the true (as opposed to estimated) Q-function for a task is sufficient
to act optimally by simply taking the action in the current state with the highest associated Q-value. In figure 14 this means taking a0 rather than i0 and a rather than i.
12.3 The Need for Discounting
We’ve just seen that we must pass value back in order to take long-term consequences
into account. But how much value should we pass back? In the Q-update, this is parameterised by the discount rate . We can think of controlling how much consideration the system gives to future rewards in making decisions. At = 1.0 no discounting
occurs, and the system will learn the path through the task’s states which results in
the most reward, regardless of how long the path is. This is often not what we want.
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For example, being paid £5 a year from now is not as desirable as being paid £5 today,
for a number of reasons, e.g., the £5 cannot be spent until it has been paid a year from
now, over the course of a year inflation will reduce its value, and, worse, either party
might die within a year, preventing payment. If we used = 1:0 in figure 14 then both
the i and a transitions would have Q-values of 100 and the system would be unable
to choose between them. At the other extreme, if we set to 0.0 the system will be
shortsighted and take no interest in the future consequences of its actions. This too is
often undesirable, as it would lead the system to choose £5 today rather than £1000
tomorrow. In figure 14, = 0:0 would give i and a Q-values of 0, and again the system
would be unable to choose between them. Typically we will want to set to some value
between 0 and 1 in order to give possible future rewards a suitable weighting.
12.4 How Q-functions become Biased
Passing values back from one state to another is necessary for the system to take future
consequences of its actions into account. Discounting of these values is necessary for
the system to find shorter paths through the state space. However, passing values back
and discounting tend to produce one of the two criteria for the production of strong
overgenerals: a biased Q-function. Figure 14 demonstrates this effect. Notice that even
though there are only two different immediate rewards (r is either 0 or 100), there are
many Q-values. Even though the reward function has only two different rewards for
correct actions (and so is a little biased) the Q function has many different rewards for
correct actions (and so has more biases than the reward function).
The other criterion for the formation of strong overgenerals, that it be possible to
act incorrectly, is met in all non-trivial tasks, specifically, in all tasks in which we have
a choice of alternative actions in at least one state.
12.5 Examples
Let’s look at some examples of strong overgenerals based on figure 14.
12.5.1 Short Sequences can Produce Strong Overgenerals
Imagine the situation where an overgeneral matches the state-actions labelled c and i.
Now imagine a second rule which is correct and which advocates only the state-action
labelled a. This rule competes with the overgeneral for action selection in state Q, and
its strength is 90.
Using the strength definition of strong overgenerality (x5.4), the overgeneral rule
is a strong overgeneral if it is stronger than a correct competitor. If we assume the
overgeneral experiences both the transitions it advocates with equal frequency, we can
use the inequality from theorem 6 to tell us whether it is a strong overgeneral:

(c + i)=2 > a

(13)

which evaluates to:

(100 + 81)=2 > 90
90:5 > 90
This example demonstrates that strong overgenerals can be obtained even with
very short sequences of states, even the minimal sequence shown here.
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12.5.2 Any 0 < < 1 can Produce Strong Overgenerals
If the value of a state s is V (s), discounting results in V (s) being passed to the state
preceding s. More generally, a state n steps ahead of s receives n V (s) from s. Let n
be the number of steps between c and both i and a. Then we can rewrite the strong
overgeneral inequality (13) as:

(c + n c)=2 > nc

(14)

which is true for any c > 0, n  1, and, significantly, any 0 < < 1. In other words,
according to our approximate expression, passing back any fraction of the value of a
state (other than all of it, i.e., = 1) will produce a Q-function capable of supporting
strong overgeneral rules in this task. This does not occur if = 1, but we’ve already
seen in x12.3 that passing back the entire value of a state often does not produce the
results we want. Of course our calculations have been greatly oversimplified, but it
should be clear that all but the simplest sequential tasks can support at least some
strong overgeneral rules.
12.5.3 Longer Sequences Increase the Bias
Now let’s look at another example, in which the overgeneral matches in states R and
M, and the correct rule matches only in state M. We now use the Q-values labelled a0
and i0 for a and i in (c + i)=2 > a and obtain 76:56 > 59:05. Notice that in this example
the overgeneral acts incorrectly farther from the goal than in the first example, but its
strength exceeds the threshold required of a strong overgeneral by a greater amount.
The farther i and a are from the goal, the stronger the strong overgeneral will be, compared to the correct classifier. Notice also that the farther i and a are from the goal, the
easier it is to produce strong overgenerals because there are more state transitions in
which c can occur and gain enough strength to produce a strong overgeneral. (We can
show the same thing by increasing n in equation (14).)
12.6 When Will the Value Function be Unbiased?
SB–XCS should be able to adapt to tasks with unbiased value functions, since this
makes strong and fit overgenerals impossible (x8.1). Under what conditions will a value
function be unbiased?
To address this, let’s pose the question more carefully. In the task in figure 14,
under what reward functions and values of will we obtain a value function which
is unbiased over non-terminal states? (We do not ask that the terminal state have the
same value as the other states since we defined its value to be 0.)
In terms of the reward function, the value function will be unbiased over nonterminal states only when:

max
R(s; a) = (1 , )V (s0 )
a

(15)

for all s; s0 2 S , that is, when the reward function exactly makes up for the value lost
from the successor state due to discounting. Two cases where this occurs are:
1. It occurs in non-sequential tasks when the reward function is unbiased.
2. It occurs when the reward function is constant 0 over correct actions ( can take
any value).
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In other words, the value function is only unbiased either in non-sequential tasks
with unbiased reward functions (case 1), or in uninteresting sequential tasks with a
degenerate reward function (case 2).
Note that to assert that the value function is unbiased is to assert that all states
have equal value. That is, V (s) = V (t) for all s; t 2 S . If this is the case, the task is
effectively non-sequential, since there are no sequential decisions to make; being in any
state is as good as being in any other. The only issue is what action to take, and, for a
classifier system, how to generalise over states and actions.

13

What Tasks can we Solve with SB–XCS?

The circumstances under which a value function will be unbiased, and so under which
SB–XCS can be expected to adapt, are limited, consisting of non-sequential tasks with
relatively unbiased reward functions, and sequential tasks which are effectively nonsequential.
Furthermore, many of the unbiased non-sequential tasks for which SB–XCS is suitable are probably often better modelled as supervised learning tasks. If we can specify
the correct action in each state, we have enough information to do supervised learning.
Since the supervised learning paradigm provides the learner with more information
(allowing it to avoid the explore/exploit dilemma), agents should be able to adapt
more quickly when a task is formulated as supervised learning. Unpublished work
has shown a supervised-learning-like XCS to outperform the standard XCS on the 6
multiplexer (Kovacs, 1997).
SB–XCS’s prospects are particularly poor for sequential tasks. Recall that in the
task in figure 14 any discounting, and any length of action sequence were sufficient to
produce strong overgenerals, under our simplifying assumptions (x12.5).
This analysis suggests SB–XCS will suffer from strong and fit overgenerals in a
very wide range of tasks. How much of a problem are strong and fit overgenerals?
Experiments with Woods2 show that SB–XCS adapts reasonably well, but largely because much of the task is non-sequential (Kovacs, 2002). In the sequential aspects of
the task, the relatively few strong overgenerals prevent it from learning an effective
policy, meaning it must rely on occasional random actions to break it out of loops. In
the unbiased 6 multiplexer, SB–XCS is able to adapt well but is outperformed by XCS
(Kovacs, 2002), and should be outperformed by supervised learners.
This analysis would seem to leave SB–XCS, as it is, with a rather small niche. However, as we’ll see in the next section, the addition of fitness sharing might make it a more
useful system.

14

Extensions

This section briefly considers some extensions to the work presented earlier.
14.1 Fitness Sharing
We claim XCS avoids strong and fit overgenerals because its accuracy-based fitness
penalises overgeneral rules (x9). We claim SB–XCS cannot adapt to tasks with (sufficiently) biased reward functions, because it suffers from strong and fit overgenerals. We
have not, however, considered the addition of fitness sharing to SB–XCS. Fitness sharing is known to counter the propagation of overgeneral rules (Smith and ValenzuelaRendón, 1989; Horn and Goldberg, 1998; Bull and Hurst, 2002), at least in some cases.
The addition of fitness sharing to SB–XCS, and its use in other systems, may allow successful adaptation to tasks with biased reward functions, although this has yet to be
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demonstrated conclusively. Clearly, this is an important direction for future work, and
the analysis of rule types in this work and of representations in (Kovacs, 2002) are two
possible starting points for such work.
14.2 Other Factors Contributing to Strong Overgenerals
This work has emphasised the role of the reward and value functions, and of fitness calculation, in the formation of strong and fit overgenerals. Clearly these are major factors,
but there are others. Unfortunately, the analysis in this work is a gross oversimplification of more realistic learning tasks, in which it can be very difficult to determine how
much of a problem strong and fit overgenerals are likely to be. Additional factors are:
the classifiers - they often apply in many states, not only two which in isolation make
strong or fit overgenerals possible.
the explore/exploit policy - The strategy adopted affects how often classifiers are
updated toward their different rewards.
the frequency with which given states are seen - in the non-sequential case this
depends on the training scheme, and on the learner and the task itself in the
sequential case.
the selection mechanisms - how high selective pressure is in reproduction and deletion.
the fitness landscape - to what extent strong and fit overgenerals compete with stronger and fitter correct rules.
As a simple example of these factors, an overgeneral might act correctly in 10 states
with reward c and incorrectly in only 1 with reward i. Using the strength-based strong
overgeneral inequality (theorem 6 from x6), its expected strength would be (10c + i)=11,
and it would be a strong overgeneral if this value exceeded the strength of some accurate competitor. Similarly, the overgeneral might match in 10 states with reward i and
only 1 with reward c.
Although the complexity of the issue makes a more complete analysis difficult it
should be clear that the nature of the reward and value functions affect the prevalence
of strong and fit overgenerals, and that they are not uncommon.
In the mainstream reinforcement learning literature strength-like values are often
stored using look-up tables with an entry for each state-action pair. Such tabular systems are relatively insensitive to the form of the reward and value functions, which
may account for the lack of attention this subject has received in the mainstream reinforcement learning literature. SB–XCS, however, is clearly sensitive to the form of
the reward and value functions. Other strength-based LCS, even with fitness sharing,
must still be influenced by the form of the reward and value functions. That is, even
if fitness sharing is able to completely overcome strong and fit overgenerals, and allow strength-based LCS to adapt regardless of the form of the value function, complex
value functions are still likely to be more difficult for strength-based LCS and require
greater effort to learn. Fitness sharing may overcome strong overgenerals, but with
some effort. This constitutes an important difference between strength-based LCS and
tabular reinforcement learners. It is curious that the form of these functions has not
received more attention in the LCS literature given their sensitivity to them.
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14.3 Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches
We could extend the approach taken in this work by removing some of the simplifying assumptions made in x4 and dealing with the resultant additional complexity, and
by including the factors in x14.2. For example, we could put aside the assumption of
equiprobable states and actions, and extend the inequalities showing the requirements
of the reward function for the emergence of strong overgenerals to include the frequencies with which states and actions occur. Taken far enough such extensions might allow
quantitative analysis of non-trivial tasks. Unfortunately, while some extensions would
be fairly simple, others would be rather more difficult.
At the same time, the most significant results from this approach may be qualitative, and some have been obtained: we have refined the concept of overgenerality
and argued that strength and accuracy-based LCS have different goals (x5.3), and introduced the concepts of fit overgenerals (x5.5), and strong and fit undergenerals (x11).
We’ve seen that, qualitatively, strong and fit overgenerals in SB–XCS depend on
biases in the reward or value function, and that they are very common. We’ve also seen
that the newer XCS has, so far, dealt with reward function biases much better than SB–
XCS (although we have not considered fitness sharing or default hierarchies). This is in
keeping with the analysis in x5.3.1 which suggests that using strength as fitness results
in a mismatch between the goals of the LCS and its GA. However, we have also seen
that XCS is sensitive to variance in the reward and value functions and consequently it
too can suffer from fit overgenerals.
In addition to these qualitative and empirical results, some interesting quantitative results have been obtained, despite our simplifications. We’ve seen that unbiased
reward and value functions will not support strong overgenerals (sections x1 and x8.1),
and we’ve seen the conditions under which a value function will be unbiased (x12.6).
Rather than pursue further quantitative results it would be preferable to extend
the qualitative approach used here to consider the effects of default hierarchies and
mechanisms to promote them, and fitness sharing. Further study of persistent strong
and fit overgenerals in XCS is of interest, as are hybrid strength/accuracy-based fitness schemes, as opposed to the purely strength-based fitness of SB–XCS and purely
accuracy-based fitness of XCS.

15

Conclusion

We’ve analysed and extended the concept of overgeneral rules under different fitness
schemes. Dealing with such rules is a major issue for Michigan-style evolutionary rulebased systems in general, not just for the two classifier systems considered here. For example, use of alternative representations (e.g., fuzzy classifiers), rule discovery systems
(e.g., evolution strategies) or addition of internal memory should not alter the fundamental types of rules which are possible. In all these cases, the system would still be
confronted by the problems of greedy classifier creation, overgeneral, strong overgeneral, and fit overgeneral rules. Only by modifying the way in which fitness is calculated
(or by restricting ourselves to benign reward functions, if they are suitable), can we influence which types of rules are possible. We’ve seen that strength has difficulties with
biased reward functions while accuracy has difficulties with biased variance functions,
so neither approach is unproblematic. It seems, however, that strength’s sensitivity to
biased reward functions is likely to be more limiting, particularly in sequential tasks
where all non-trivial value functions are biased. Analysis of the addition of fitness
sharing to SB–XCS is needed in order to gauge its effect on strong and fit overgenerals.
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Although we have not described it as such, we have examined the fitness landscapes defined by the reward function, , task structure, rule representation and fitness
scheme used. To avoid pathological landscapes we need appropriate fitness schemes.
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